The RHIC luminosity is limited by pressure rises with high intensity beams. At injection and store, the dominating cause for the pressure rise was shown to be electron clouds. We discuss bunch distributions along the circumference that minimize the electron cloud effect in RHIC. Simulation results are compared with operational observations.
INTRODUCTION
In 2001 first tests were made to increase the bunch number in RHIC from 56 to 112. However, injection of many high-intensity bunches lead to unacceptable pressure rises in a number of warm locations [1, 2] . Since then continuous improvements were made to the vacuum system, but pressure rises are still observable with intense beams [3, 4] . In addition, 11 electron detectors were installed in 2 interaction regions. With these electron clouds could be observed concurrently with pressure rises [5] .
During the 2002/2003 deuteron-gold run, RHIC was routinely operated with 110 bunches (108 ns spacing) in both beams from mid January to the end of February 2003. However with increasing bunch currents, backgrounds in all experiments became an issue. The background in PHO-BOS improved when the bunch number was reduced again to 55 (216 ns spacing). During the 2003/2004 gold-gold run a pressure rise in PHOBOS could often be observed after the bunches were shortened in store [6] . The observations are consistent with electron clouds as the driver for the observed pressure rise.
In the following we investigate how a given number of bunches bunches should be distributed along the circumference to minimize the electron cloud density [7] . To describe bunch patterns we will use triplets of integer numbers (k s , k b , k g ). k s gives the bunch spacing in buckets, k b the number of bunches filled with that spacing, and k g the number of "phantom" bunches added, i.e. bunches that are not filled in and therefore create a gap. Changing patterns can then be described by adding a new triplet. For example the configuration (2,2,1)(3,4,0) would correspond to the pattern 
ELECTRON CLOUD SIMULATIONS
Up to the 2002/2003 run only bunch patterns with constant bunch spacings could be implemented. 56 bunches had 6 buckets spacing, 112 bunches had 3 buckets spacing. However, to maximize the luminosity below the beambeam limit, it is best to maximize the bunch intensity first, and the bunch number second. Thus bunch numbers between 56 and 112 may be desirable. We chose 68 bunches for the following investigation, which would yield a luminosity increase of 20% over 56 bunches. In our simulations, 68 bunches is also at the border of stability with respect to electron clouds. Small reductions in, for example, the secondary emission yield or electron reflectivity at small energies result in complete suppression of electron clouds.
The computer code CSEC was used to simulate the effect of different bunch patterns on the evolution of electron clouds. CSEC was written by M. Blaskiewicz, a description of the code can be found in Ref. [8] . To compare the effect of different bunch patterns on the vacuum, we assume the pressure is a monotonic function of the maximum elec- However, one can reasonably assume that the current into the wall and the electron energies increase with the electron line density [9] . Five cases were simulated, each with 68 bunches, but in different bunch patterns. The basic parameters used in the simulations are shown in Tab. 1 (see Ref. [7] for a detailed description of these parameters). Assuming Au
79+
as particle species, all cases showed electron cloud suppression for N b = 0.8 · 10
9 , and sustained electron clouds for N b = 1.0 · 10 9 . The cases are summarized in Tab. 2.
In the first case ( Fig. 1 ) all 68 bunches are concentrated at the beginning of a turn, the pattern is (3,68,52). The electron cloud line density saturates within less than half a turn and reaches a maximum of 0.92 nC/m. The average line density is 0.30 nC/m. In the second case bunches are places in 3 trains with the pattern (3,23,17) . The maximum electron cloud line density is reduced to 0.67 nC/m, and the average to 0.14 nC/m. In the third case the bunches are distributed in 6 trains with the pattern (3, 12, 8) . The maximum electron cloud line density reaches only 0.28 nC/m, and the average only 0.10 nC/m after reaching a stationary state. In the fourth case, 6 mini-trains with 3 buckets spacing are inserted in a pattern with 6 buckets difference between bunches, for a pattern of (3,4,0)(6,8,0). The maximum line density is again reduced, to 0.22 nC/m, while the average changed only little. In the fifth case (Fig. 2) , the bunches are distributed in the most uniform way around the circumference, with the pattern (3,2,0)(6,4,0). For this case the maximum and average line densities are reduced again, although only by a small amount compared to case three.
Both the peak line density and the average electron cloud line density are maximized if the bunches are concentrated in a single train of minimum bunch spacing, and minimized if the bunches are uniformly distributed around the circumference (see Tab 
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
In deuteron-gold operation during Run-3 (2002/03), the background at the PHOBOS experiment could be reduced by reducing the bunch number from 112 to 55. However, other parameters were changed at the same time [7] . The PHOBOS beam pipe is 12 m long, of 3.6 cm radius, and made of beryllium. [15] . During gold-gold operation in Run-4 a reduction in the bunch number from 61 to 56, and an increase in the bunch intensity, allowed to reduce the PHOBOS background while maintaining the luminosity [6] . While the background problem was suppressed for some time, a further reduction in the bunch number to 45 became necessary later. Even under these the conditions, pressure rises could only be suppressed in about half the stores.
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The clearest experimental observation supporting our conclusion from the simulations is shown in Figs. 3 and  4 . Fig. 3 shows the injection of 30 proton bunches in the Blue ring and 24 bunches in the Yellow ring, with 3 buckets spacing. The pressure at the PHOBOS experiment in IR10 reaches 3 · 10 −8 Torr. Fig. 4 shows the injection of 28 proton bunches in the Blue and Yellow ring with 12 buckets spacing. The total intensity of both beams in IR10 exceeds the one shown in Fig. 3 yet the pressure stays below 10 −10 Torr. Thus, uniform bunch distributions are clearly favorable to suppress electron cloud effects. This is consistent with observations at the B-factories [12, 13, 14] .
SUMMARY
We analyzed the effect of different bunch patterns on the electron cloud density and vacuum in simulations and experimentally. Our simulations show that bunch patterns with the most uniform distributions of bunches along the circumference minimize the pressure rise. This conclusion is supported by the available experimental data. Due to RHIC's 6-fold symmetry, the bunch pattern must also have a 3-fold symmetry to provide approximately the same number of collisions to all experiments.
